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ABSTRACT
In this paper, we propose a mobile crowd sourcing platform,
MoTurk, for transactions of mobile sourced personal data
between the general public and researchers through a Mechanical Turk mechanism. We mainly reconcile the dilemma
of flexible acquisition of mobile sensing data and privacy
protection by summarizing features that support a four layer
hierarchical model and implementing a functional programming model for data processing.

with a coarser level of data granularity. In hope of filling this
gap, this paper presents a platform, MoTurk, as a personal
data market. We use Mechanical Turk mechanism to promote
transactions of mobile sourced data between the general
public and researchers in various research domains.
MoTurk attempts to reconcile the dilemma between data
acquisition and privacy protection via the following features:
Online customization : Support data acquisition at different granularity with an expressive data processing
scheme;
Feature extractor : Provide various features indicating
human behaviors and use in-build feature extractors
to transform raw data into these features;
Privacy enforcement : Upload data at defined granularity and relate privacy sensitivity to price through
market.
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INTRODUCTION

Two-thirds of U.S adults own smart phones equipped with
various sensors[1]. On the other hand, indications of behavior inferred from mobile sourced data (e.g., sleep[2],
conversation[3]) have seen an increasing use in research areas [4]areas. Namely, sleeping hours are strongly related to
clinic health and academic performance [2, 5–7], a thorough
analysis of location data helps understand mobility pattern
of the general public, contributing to urban planning [8, 9] or
serving as indications of individuals’ life pattern. However,
current implementation of mobile sensing data for research
use encounters two major difficulties:
• Data acquisition difficulty: Researchers typically need
to develop a data collector app for collecting mobile
sourced data(e.g.,coordinate, audio data). Moreover, as
raw sensing data can hardly be used as behavior indications, further data transformation and processing
methods are required.
• Privacy concerns: Current ’Informed Consent’ policy provides participants with less power of privacy
control over how and to what extent their personal
data are used. There also lack references for tangible
value of personal data, making it hard for the public
to decide whether or not to share their privacy.
With current efforts of personal data sensing, collecting
and sharing, participants over pose their privacy with raw
data while researchers take time and efforts to ’degrade’ raw
data into behavioral indicators or other insightful statistics

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2
overviews the related work, Section 3 presents the MoTurk
system architecture and system details designed to support
major features. Sections 4 concludes the paper by discussing
current system and future work.
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RELATED WORK

To help simplify an App developing process, there are open
and well-documented API providers (e.g.Anyplace[10] ,
OpenStreetMap(OSM)[11]), frameworks(e.g., Funf[12],
AWARE[13]) and tool-kits(e.g.,ResearchKit[14]), however,
configurations and deployments of native applications are
still heavy burdens for non-computer background researchers.
Moreover, difficulty of data acquisition also lies in the range
of user base, which calls for the implementation of cloudbased platform for collecting and leveraging crowdsourced
data. Current online mobile data providers like CrowdSignal.io[15]
and CrODA-gator[16] are all based on existing data set rather
than a study based test bed. PhoneLab[17] and LabintheWild[18]
deal with data for each study by leveraging a research setting
stage, yet they provide services for mobile application deployment testing and online experiments respectively, rather
than mobile sensing data related to human behaviors. Table1
summarizes key high features of the various previous works
and compares them with the proposed MoTurk.

Figure 1: Data processing within PrivacyStreams

Figure 2: The MoTurk Application Screen shots for study viewing, study notification and data viewing
On privacy, there are works for checking and maintaining
privacy policies, like Sensibility Testbed[19], OpenPDS[20].
While Sensitive Testbed simply avoid sensitive data or encrypt by hashing to alleviate privacy sensitivity, OpenPDS
protects users’ privacy by offering them a paradigm called
SafeAnswers, allowing customization before data sharing.
However, they realize it by allowing researchers and applications to submit code (the question) to be run against
the metadata. The full accessibility may thus pose threat to
privacy.
There are several behavioral researches have already been
done on Amazon Mechanical Turk platform [21–23], supporting it as an ideal labor market for experiments, seldom

do they use the mobile sensing data. In terms of financial
compensations, prices vary from $5 per week [24] to $50 per
week [25] without references. Though researches have done
and some conclusions have drawn in this area(e.g., people
value location data most [26]), tangible values of personal
data remain controversial due to a confined lab environment
and small sample size.
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Figure 3: Data transformation flow of understanding students’ performance from data features
Table 1: Comprehensive comparisons between MoTurk and previous platforms

data(mobility data, conversation data,etc.), requests for participants(age, occupation, etc.) and expected data granularity,
sampling and data processing methods. Evaluations concerning privacy sensitivity and battery impact are also generated
in this stage as a reference for price making.
After a study has published, it will be pushed to the server
and users who are qualified for this study are able to see it
through MoTurk App on mobile phones. When viewing interested studies, users will be fully access to the information
researchers created including basic information, required personal data, price and evaluations. When they finally choose
to start this study, the data collecting stage automatically
begins. their data begin to be collected and processed . All
data will be updated and presented to both researchers and
users with a 24 hour interval. Users will be paid at the end
of studies.
Interfaces for researchers and users are separate, while
researchers do all operations on the web interface, users
interacts with mobile phone with MoTurk App.

3 PROPOSED SOLUTION
3.1 System Architecture
This section outlines the MoTurk work-flow.

3.2

Contributions and Details

In this section we will highlight two major contributions of
our system followed by details.
3.2.1 Hierarchical data . To summarize meaningful behavioral features and statistics of mobile sourced data for
research use, we covered 81 research papers in 6 domains.
As is shown in Table 2Data in need vary from different research domains of and mostly used kinds of data fall into 7
categories: Context, Conversation, Media Interaction, Sleep,
Mobility, App Usage, Phone Usage. Our platform attempts to
extract and provide most useful features for research needs
in each of these 7 categories.

Figure 4: System architecture for MoTurk
As shown in Figure 4, MoTurk contains three stakeholders,
researchers, users and MoTurk server respectively
In thestudy setting stage, researchers will be able to create studies with specific research needs including types of
3

Table 2: Summarize of mobile sourced data usage in each discipline for human behavior indications

We stratify mobile sourced personal data into a four layer
hierarchical model [27], ranging from raw data to behavioral
indications:
Raw data : data sampled directly from mobile sensors
like accelerators, microphone, GPS, etc.
Low Level Features : meaningful statistics drawn from
raw data which can represent or represent specific
human behaviors;
Implicit Behaviors : inferred daily behaviors of human
beings within a specific scenario. We draw a line between the second and third level simply by that the
third level of data is the combination of several low
level features.
Personal Implications : this level of data is not simply
statistics but implications, which can be rather abstract
and refer to attributes of users themselves.
MoTurk support both row data and low level features according to our previous discussion, enabling researchers to get
exactly kinds of data they need. Here we take an example
scenario to explain the capability of various data for research
needs we support. Figure 3 shows a data transformation flow
of understanding students’ performance from data features.
for a clear presentation, all lines of relationship are not
drawn completely, and no lines were drawn between the
fourth level and the third level, indicating that personal attributes may not be merely inferred by implicit behaviors
but can also be inferred by low level features or even raw
data [28, 29].

... ...
.action(callback)
A more concrete scenario of accessing raw audio every
two minutes for 10 seconds and transforming it into loudness
is as follows:
UQI.getData(Audio.recordPeriodic(10*1000,2*60*1000))
.setField("loudness",
calcLoudness(Audio.AUDIO_DATA))
.onChange("loudness", callback)
PrivacyStreams provides a scalable and customizable structure for data processing. The stream processing model of PrivacyStreams allows customization of transformation methods and callback functions, also makes it possible to analyze
how personal data is processed and what granularity of data
is actually used. We enforce privacy by processing data transparently and locally.
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DISCUSSION
• Win-Win solution: Identified personal data behavior
features and an expressive data processing scheme
allow researchers to collect different types of data in
defined granularity while ensuring transparency and
privacy.
• Platform as a Service: As a Crowdsourcing platform,
MoTurk reinforces interactions between researchers
and participants by keeping them informed of why and
how their sensitive resources are used and thus maintains a stable user base. However, as MoTurk needs a
large user base to make the transaction possible, strategies are needed for developing a large test bed.
• Evaluation model: More research works are needed
for develop models for privacy sensitivity and battery
impact of a certain study with configurations set by
researchers. Besides, annoying rate of a study also
contribute to financial compensations;

3.2.2 Customization with privacy enforcement. To simplify both the data collection and processing process, MoTurk adopts an expressive personal data processing scheme,
PrivacyStreams[30], to allow for rich customized needs by
specifying parameters. This guarantees researchers can get
the data in need without too much further data processing.
Basic work flow is as shown in figure1
The basic form for getting data through PrivacyStreams:
UQI.getData(Provider)
.data transform method1()
.data transform method2()
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